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In this installment, we’re sharing two poems in translation from the groundbreaking anthology  
of Palestinian Poetry A Blade of Grass  edited by Naomi Foyle and published by Smokestack 
Books in November 2017. A Blade of Grass brings together, in English and Arabic, new work by 
poets from the Occupied West Bank and Gaza, from the Palestinian diaspora, and from within 
the disputed borders of Israel. It celebrates the flourishing cultural resistance of the Palestinian 
people. These poems bear witness to catastrophe and to the powerful determination to survive it. 
 
The two featured poets from this excerpt are Farid Bitar (also a translator) and Dareen Tatour, 
translated by Tariq Al Haydar. A special note on Dareen Tatour: she is one of two imprisoned 
poets (together with Ashraf Fayadh), in Israel and Saudi Arabia respectively, on charges relating 
to their poetry. We’re very proud to feature Tatour’s work. 
 
We’d love to hear from you: find us on Twitter @TranslateMonth, join our mailing list, submit a 
translation month event, or like our Facebook page. And celebrate translations and your favorite 
poets and writers in translation this September and beyond. 
 
—Claudia Serea and Loren Kleinman 
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N AKBAH-48 
N AKSAH-67 
 
By Farid Bitar 
Translated by the author 

 
I have told this story 

So many versions 
That sometimes I forget 

How it all started  
An eternity away 
Mother narrated the middle  
I read the start 

Father refrained from talking  
I keep dwelling on the past 
While I should build the future  
The problem is 
Every time I build the nest 
Zion keeps destroying it 

It all started a simple way 
An innocent child 
Growing in a sleepy town-Jericho 
I still remember the mint tea 
I still smell the rain evaporating. 

 
 

 
Resist,  My People, Resist Them 
 
By Dareen Tatour 
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Translated by Tariq Al Haydar 
 

 

Resist, my people, resist them. 

In Jerusalem, I dressed my wounds and breathed my sorrows 

And carried the soul in my palm 

For an Arab Palestine. 

I will not succumb to the “peaceful solution,” 

Never lower my flags 

Until I evict them from my land. 

I cast them aside for a coming time. 

Resist, my people, resist them. 

Resist the settler’s robbery 

And follow the caravan of martyrs. 

Shred the disgraceful constitution 

Which imposed degradation and humiliation 

And deterred us from restoring justice. 
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They burned blameless children; 

As for Hadil, they sniped her in public, 

Killed her in broad daylight. 

Resist, my people, resist them. 

Resist the colonialist’s onslaught. 

Pay no mind to his agents among us 

Who chain us with the peaceful illusion. 

Do not fear doubtful tongues; 

The truth in your heart is stronger, 

As long as you resist in a land 

That has lived through raids and victory. 

So Ali called from his grave: 

Resist, my rebellious people. 

Write me as prose on the agarwood; 

My remains have you as a response. 
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Resist, my people, resist them. 

Resist, my people, resist them. 

 
 
 
About the authors and translators 
 
 
Farid Bitar is a published poet/artist/performer. He has produced his shows in downtown New 
York City, and has performed all over the USA, as well as overseas, in Egypt, Palestine, Israel 
and Iran on poetry tours and at film festivals. Bitar has published two poetry books: Footprints in 
the Mist in 2010 and Treasury of Arabic Love in 1997. Several of his poems are in the recent 

bilingual (Arabic and English) anthology of 
Palestinian poets entitled A Blade of Grass 
(Smokestack Books, 2017). Bitar has also recorded 
two music CD’s in the studios in 2009 and 2011: 
"Fatoosh" and "Shutat". 
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Dareen Tatour is a Palestinian poet and photographer from Reineh, Israel, who writes in her 
mother tongue Arabic. Her rebellious poems challenge the occupation, social injustice and the 
fate of women. She was tried, convicted, and faces up to eight years in prison over her poetry 
and social media postings she made on YouTube and Facebook. Her arrest, prosecution and 
conviction has been met with worldwide condemnation.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
Tariq Al Haydar is a widely-published writer whose work has appeared in The Threepenny 
Review, Crab Orchard Review, The Los Angeles Review and others. He is an assistant professor 
of English at King Saud University in Saudi Arabia. 
 


